[The use of Holmstrom's flap in breast reconstruction].
The authors consider 12 cases of breast-reconstruction after mastectomy, made with the Holmstrom's flap, to verify the validity and the real utility of this way of reconstruction. It has been made a follow-up of 4 years, to verify, in course of time, the characteristics of the reconstructed breasts. All the patients have been operated in a general surgery department. The Holmstrom's flap has been prevalently used in patients, during immediate reconstruction. The breast reconstruction, made with this fascio-cutaneous transposition flap, requires the use of prosthesis. The operating time has a very short duration. The breast reconstruction, made with this method, requires a very short staying in hospital. The nipple-areola complex reconstruction has been made in a second time, few months later. The patients have been examined periodically, to verify, immediately, the result of the flap and, later, the quality of the new breast's shape and the occurrence of capsular contracture. The results achieved with this reconstructive method are a good shape and ptosis as to confer great naturalness to the new breast. The authors conclude that, even if they use the TRAM-flap as first choice in breast-reconstruction, the Holmstrom's flap is a reconstructive technique of great utility in immediate breast reconstruction, that is able to give very good aesthetic results.